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Abstract 
 

This report was created to provide an overview of the concrete architecture of SuperTuxKart.   

First, we take you through a revised copy of our conceptual architecture. We elaborate on 

lessons learned and implemented corrections. Giving an improved overview of what our architecture 

should ideally look like.  Keeping this corrected version in mind, we then start the concrete derivation 

process.  

In the concrete derivation process we expand on the process it took to arrive at some concrete 

architecture. For instance, our experience using the understand software to visualize actual game source 

code and map this to an architecture. Then, using the resulting concrete architecture, we discuss 

comparisons between our conceptual idea of SuperTuxKart’s architecture and its concrete. Expanding 

on necessary modifications needed to find a concrete architecture.  

With a fully functional diagram of SupertuxKart’s concrete architecture, we start to break it 

down again. The concrete architecture is categorized into the following subsystems; game state, player 

input, assets manager, network, physics and collision, rendering and utilities.  Through inspection of the 

subsystem we discuss their interactions with one another. Using this information, we then analysis the 

unexpected dependencies that occurred. In the subsequent reflection analysis, a higher level of 

investigation of the unexpected dependencies and other discrepancies is done. 

With almost a complete understanding of SupertuxKart we then correspond an architecture 

style and design pattern. We further rationalize our choice through points and examples. Leaving us 

with a straightforward sequence diagram to represent the collection of a power up in SuperTuxKart. 

With a technical break down of SuperTuxKart concrete architecture complete, we then look at 

team issues, limitations of our report findings and lessoned learned about the game after looking at its 

source code. Finally, we discuss concurrency in SuperTuxKart focusing on specific threads used in the 

game. Bringing us to our conclusion to wrap up our report findings and thoughts regarding 

SuperTuxKart. 
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Original Conceptual vs. Revised Conceptual: 
Our revised conceptual architecture saw quite a few big changes compared to our original. 

      

            Original Conceptual                                                Revised Conceptual 

 Figure 1.  Original and Revised Conceptual Architecture.  

The first major change was the decision to remove the layered design out of the conceptual 

architecture. This was done because of the high number of bidirectional dependencies that were 

discovered. A layered structure really only makes sense if there exist one way dependencies. As a result, 

our revised conceptual become solely object oriented.  

Another change made was to redefine the higher-level subsystems. These new subsystems were 

Utilities, Rendering, and Network (unexpected). This was done primarily to group together similar 

subsystems in the hopes of reducing the total number of boxes. An example of this is the Rendering 

subsystem which contains Animations, Graphics, Audio, and GUI. These subsystems share a common 

role so they were grouped together.  

The other area of comparison is that the revised conceptual architecture contains a lot more 

dependencies than the original. This was a result of our group discovering more dependencies in 

SuperTuxKart. 
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Revised Conceptual Architecture and Concrete Architecture 

 

Figure 2. Revised Conceptual Architecture.  

The conceptual architecture is now strictly object-oriented; the game is organized into seven major 

subsystems. Physics handles interactions between objects and forces. Rendering handles the output of 

images and sound to the user. The assets manager handles the loading of files and their organization in 

memory for data not handled directly by specialized classes. Network, a system currently under 

development, is responsible for downloading add-ons, communicating player data with the web and will 

one day allow for network multiplayer. Player input communicates with the hardware to gather data 

from the keyboard, mouse or joystick device and pass it on to other subsystems. Utilities is a collection 

of non-game specific code which facilitates the function of other subsystems. Finally, Game State keeps 

track of every object or entity in the game and all data about it and controls the interactions between 

them. 

 

Figure 3. Concrete Architecture.  
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After deriving the concrete architecture, we were left with something somewhat messier. With 

unexpected dependencies nearly forming a complete graph. The Graph above shows our concrete 

architecture with the red arrows representing unexpected dependencies. Our biggest surprise was the 

dependency between network and nearly every other system. The specifics of each unexpected 

dependency will be broken down further in the latter part of this report. 

Subsystems Analysis 

Game State 
Game state has been revised from the original report to have a broader meaning beyond ‘what is 

happening in the game’. When looking through the code, it was clear that a lot of the source folders for 

objects such as Karts, or Tracks, contain not only model information, but as well as information relevant 

to the karts movement, positioning, properties, as well as the AI controller system. As another example, 

Track contained files seemingly relevant to checking race state on the track and managers as such. 

Based on this, game state was broadened to include player’s game information called Profile, game 

setup called Game Format, as well as entities placed and interacting within the game called Game 

Entities.  

The dependencies involving Game State include the following (from Understand Tool) in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4. A butterfly dependency graph for Game State  

The only unexpected dependency of these, as seen in Figure 3, was Game State depending on Player 

Input. This dependency was found to occur since Game State calls to player input to get keyboard input, 

or information from connected devices.  

Subsystem Profile: Game State  
Since game state is a broad and versatile subsystem, we have decided to analyze it further, looking at 

dependencies (in Figure 5) of its components, as introduced above: Game Entities (karts, track, items), 

Game Format (races, game modes), and Profile (challenges, achievements). 
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Figure 5. Expected and unexpected dependencies of the Game St ate subsystem components  

As shown in red, there were some unexpected dependencies between the Game State components and 

other subsystems. The rationale behind these were investigated using Understand. For game entities 

depending on player input, it was found that there were few dependencies, where entity files, like 

tracks, would include device manager or input manager headers, but then seemed to not implement 

them any further. As such, we felt that at least on the surface, there isn’t strong rationale for these 

dependencies. Game format depended on player input, as it was found that format functions like 

updateWorld and enterOverWorld used setAssignMode from the Device Manager in Player Input. Game 

entities depends on Network for example as race_event_manager class calls collectedItem from the 

Network for the checkItemHit function, as well as many set functions in Entities call the addEvent 

function from the RewindManager in Network. We didn’t expect much implementation in the code for 

network as network play isn’t available in the game, but it is clear they have already implemented a lot 

of functioning to use the network system. Finally, physics dependency on profile comes from a single 

inclusion of the achievement_info header in physics, which later doesn’t seem to be implemented, and 

as such, we deemed is another unwarranted dependency.  

Component Breakdown: Format  
To further analyze one of the components of the Game State subsystem, we will be looking into the 

breakdown of Format, which contains the source folders: modes and race.  

 

Figure 6. Expected and unexpected dependencies of the profile component of the Game State 

subsystem 
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The unexpected dependencies are again shown in red, and were further explored using Understand. 

Profile depends on Format/Modes as the isChallengeFufilled in challenge data calls getPlayerKart from 

the World class in Modes, seemingly checking a player’s challenge progress dependent on their kart. 

Modes depends on Player input as functions like updateWorld and enterOverWorld in modes call 

setSinglePlayer and setKeyboard from Player input to set active players and their active devices. For 

Races dependency on Player Input, we found again there are only a few header inclusions of input or 

device managers in some Race classes, which aren’t further implemented and seem unnecessary. 

Finally, races depend on Network subsystem again as it seems that there is implementation of races 

over the network in the code, even though we hadn’t expected it as online play is not yet available. For 

example, the RaceEventManager from the network has functions such as isRunning, which are called by 

races functions like startNew, next, and endRace.  

Player Input 
The player input subsystem handles the interaction between the player and the game. This subsystem 

contains the necessary classes to interact with the Human Interface Devices (HID) that the player will be 

using. It contains the device_manager class, which recognizes and adds the proper controller, and the 

config classes to configure different input devices. We expected Player Input to depend on Rendering for 

the player input setting menu and state screens, and Game State when interacting with the menus and 

driving the Karts in game. 

The unexpected dependencies Player Input has are with Network, Physics, and Assets Manager. Player 

Input has a dependency on Network due to the rewind_Manager class, which allows the player to 

control where to rewind to in the game. Player Input also depends on Physics because of a single 

inclusion of input_manager in the physics header, and the only implementation of this is in commented 

out debug code, making this dependency unnecessary. Player Input also calls upon Assets Manager and 

the ReplayRecorder function, which allows the player to control the replay. 

  

 

Figure 7. Dependency Graph of Player Input  

Rendering 
Rendering handles output of audio and video to the user. It is comprised of the components: Graphics, 

Sound and GUIEngine. Graphics handles the rendering of 3d hardware accelerated graphics, 

communicating with the hardware using the OpenGL library.  Sound handles the output of audio to the 

sound hardware. GUIEngine draws the Graphical User Interface controls used in the game, for example 

at the menu and when the game is paused. 
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Figure 8. Dependency Graph of Rendering.  

The unexpected dependencies for rendering are on physics and player input. Player input is called to 

determine what device user is using (mouse/keyboard, controller, etc.). Additionally, network is 

depended on to retrieve online player profile and online actions such as friend list management.  

Assets Manager 
The Assets Manager that we originally envisioned in the conceptual architecture was a subsystem that 

would handle all the game assets such as models, textures, meshes, and sounds. However, upon 

mapping the subsystems in Understand, we discovered that most assets for objects were contained 

within Rendering or Game State where that object was. The only things remaining in Assets Manager 

were fonts, replay, and the dictionary. We decided to include replay in Assets Manager because it was 

stored in a file, and was not a part of the game until it is loaded, making it very similar to a graphical 

asset. This also made it dependent on Game State, which loaded the proper tracks and world info during 

the replays. It depends on Rendering to draw the state screens associated with replays. The only 

unexpected dependency was on Physics/Collisions, and upon investigation showed that it required the 

btKarts class to get kart info during the replay. 

 

Figure 9. Dependency graph of Assets Manager.  

Network 
The network subsystem was not present in our original conceptual architecture, as we did not see the 

networking as an important part of the game, given that its sole function was to store player profiles 

online. However, upon analysis of dependencies and subsystems, we discovered that Network was quite 

integrated into the system, and thus added it to our revised conceptual and concrete architecture. The 

main function of network is still to store and retrieve online player profiles, and view friends and their 

statuses. The only expected dependency from network was the two-way dependency to game state, as 

Game State handled the player profiles and it made sense that it would retrieve and update to Network. 

However, upon inspection of the dependencies in Understand, there are two way dependencies to 

Utilities, Player Input, and Rendering, and a dependency on Physics. Upon code analysis, it became 
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apparent that many dependencies are due to the semi integrated but not functional online multiplayer 

feature.  

Network uses string conversion functions such as utf8ToWide and xmlDecode, and classes such as 

translations, time, logging, constants, and types from Utilities. The dependency on Rendering is due to 

the way the developers coded the game and where draw calls originate from. Network depends on 

Rendering to draw the GUI and state screens when accessing the online profile, player status and friend 

status, any messages generated by the network, and the unimplemented online multiplayer features. 

Network also has a dependency on Physics/Collisions, which is due to the rewindManager class in 

network. This calls physics to retrieve the time and physics state which is being rewound to.  

 

Figure 10. Dependency graph of Network.  

Physics and Collisions 
Physics and Collisions handles the interactions of objects within the game with the PhysicalObject class, 

and is responsible for how the Karts drive and handle through the btKart class. It is also responsible for 

the physics in the game, which includes collisions between objects. Physics affects everything in the 

game while the player in in a race and is depended on by every subsystem, but only depends on 

Rendering, Game State, and Utilities. These two-way dependencies were expected, as Physics relies on 

Game State to retrieve the Kart and Track models and collision boxes. It uses many of the classes in 

Utilities to help calculate physics interactions between objects.  The only unexpected dependency is the 

two-way dependency with rendering. Physics depends on the Graphics component in Rendering to 

acquire the material type, meshes, and draw, and the Animation component to display certain crash and 

kart explosion animations.   

 

Figure 11. Dependency graph of Physics/Coll isions.  
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Utilities 
Utilities functions as a helper to many subsystems, as it contains classes that are essential for 

subsystems to function. It contains classes such as constants and types, scripts, debug and 

crash_reports, translation, string_utils, and time. It also handles file I/O, addons, and news. This was a 

variety of functions and classes that helped run the game, and so was expected to be codependent with 

the game systems, but was not a part of the design of the game, which is the key focus of this report.  

 

Figure 12. Dependency Graph of Util ities.  

Reflexion Analysis/Derivation Process: 

 

Figure 13. Software Reflexion Framework.  

  

The software reflexion framework was used in developing our revised conceptual architecture and 

concrete architecture. This was done through a series of steps. 

The first step was to build the conceptual architecture by taking the conceptual subsystems our group 

theorized and the dependencies between subsystems. This process led us from our original conceptual, 

a layered + object oriented structure, towards a revised conceptual removing the layered component. 

The primary reason for this was that many bidirectional dependencies were found, eliminating layered 

as a possibility.  
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Once we came up with our revised conceptual, the next step was to map source entities to subsystems 

to come up with the concrete architecture. This was done with the help of the Understand tool. Once 

source entities were mapped, we were able to derive the dependencies map, from which we were 

found many unexpected dependencies compared to our conceptual.  

Comparing our revised conceptual and concrete architectures, the main difference that jumps out is the 

unexpected dependencies in the concrete. These were largely unexpected because our assumption 

before looking at the source code was that the developers tried to minimize coupling. However, the 

source code showed high coupling, which resulted in the concrete architecture resembling a complete 

graph. 

Sequence Diagrams 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Sequence Diagram 1 for acquiring a powerup.  
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Figure 15: Sequence Diagram 2 for fetching friends over the network.  

Team Issues 
Looking at the code enlightened to many issues that the developers would have encountered. To start, it 

was found that many of the files were highly coupled. This would have made delegation to programmers 

very difficult. Additionally, since SupertuxKart is an open source project, this meant that many people 

were contributing to the game and usually not as a primary focus. While doing this can lower costs and 

allows freedom it comes at a cost. It can lead to problems in developing a game with one unified vision. 

The game can get pulled in many directions leading to inconstancies with completion. Also the 

developers lack communication methods leading to the further breakdown of the organization of the 

game. Lastly to add to the dysfunction in the process of creating SuperTuxKart, programmers were not 

primarily focused on this game. Many considered this to be a side project, thus not giving SuperTuxKArt 

the full attention it needs to be a high quality game. 

Limitations of Architecture 
 

Limitations of this architecture stem from the tightly coupled nature of this system. The components all 

have several dependencies various other subsystem. This creates complex coupling in the application 

making code much less reusable.  

Unimplemented features (such as online multiplayer) create many unnecessary dependencies in the 

project. When analyzing the architecture, work in progress for online multiplayer made it much more 

difficulty to reason about than it needed to be. 
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This style has many components that contain logic for several subsystems as well. For example, the 

Game State subsystem has components that contain functions needed to render (such as the meshes 

and textures) which should ideally reside in the Rendering subsystem. 

It was found that functions and classes have adopted many naming conventions making it hard to 

determine what classes accomplish without reading the code. 

Architecture Styles & Design Pattern 
We discovered that a layered architecture does not reflect the underlying design of SuperTuxKart, as a 

result we have determined that the architecture style is object oriented. 

We found evidence of the template design pattern in the scripting engine which is part of the utilities 

subsystem: the class asIScriptEngine is derived from the template asCScriptEngine. Additionally, the 

script engine contained the Iterator pattern: the asCSymbolTableIterator class. The AbstractKart class 

used by the Kart controller is an example of an abstract factory. 

Lessons Learned 
Our conceptual architecture required a large rework to create our concrete architecture. This allowed us 

to work on our reflexion process which required several iterations through the framework in order to 

finalize our architecture. 

SuperTuxKart is much more tightly coupled than initially expected. This caused the team to adopt a new 

architecture. We found that we could not fit our original layered architecture to the actual 

implementation.   

The dependencies were much messier than expected. In addition to tight coupling within subsystems, 

dependencies were strewn across all subsystems and components.  

We learned about the many pros and cons of open source development first hand. Much of the code 

was very tightly coupled and naming conventions were not being enforced. We found that this created a 

hard codebase to reason about. 

Concurrency 
By looking into the code, it was found that there were instances of concurrency in several locations in 

the game. Concurrency is used to ensure performance in the game, any blocking.  

Networking 

Location: src/online/request_manager.hpp 

The Networking subsystem uses concurrency to execute HTTP requests on a separate thread. This so it 

does not block the rest of the application while waiting for a response. 

Audio 

Location: src/audio/sfx_manager.hpp   

The audio subsystem uses concurrency to playback audio files. Concurrency is used here to ensure 

performance. 

Addons 
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Location: src/addons/news_manager.cpp  

Addons have support for concurrency as well as necessary. Some addons need network access which 

requires threading support. 

Libraries 

Location: lib/* 

Many libraries use concurrency for performance. These include: 

 Angelscript 

 Zlib 

 libpng 

 

Conclusion 
 

Our new architecture proposed in this document has outlined a proposed concrete architecture for 

SuperTuxKart.  

The major changes we made to our architecture was dropping the layered style and adopting a fully 

object oriented approach. This matches up with the implementation details of the actual game. There 

were many unexpected dependencies that we came across. 

Concrete architecture had many unexpected dependencies after exploring source code. Understand 

from SciTools was used to determine the rationale off these unexpected dependencies as explained 

above throughout the report. In general, we found that a concrete implementation of a system is more 

highly coupled with more dependencies than we would have expected based on our conceptual 

approaches.  
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